
AUSTIN AND ALLY SONGWRITING AND STARFISH FULL EPISODE

"Songwriting& Starfish" is the eleventh episode in Season 1 of Austin& Ally. It first aired on March 11, to million viewers.
The gang.

Austin: Now we just need to think of some sweet lyrics about how awesome the beach is. You being a goody
goody finally payed off. Dez: Oh. Austin: Wait. Recurring[ edit ] Cole Sand as Nelson, an awkward young
boy who takes music lessons from Ally. In the series finale, it is revealed that Austin is married to Ally and
they have two children named Alex and Ava. Jessie inadvertently steals lyrics that were written by Zuri and
tries to get Austin to sing them with her. I have a starfish on my face. I'm on my way. Officer: Somebody
triggered the silent alarm. Megan is eccentric and constantly uses teenage slang terms such as "totes" or
"hilar". Sand in my eyes, sun burning my thighs, waves crash on pile of trash, we're at the beach, hooray. They
initially ordered 13 episodes, though that number was later increased to 21; however, only 19 aired. I didn't
hear anything. Austin, it's a bad connection. I said hooray. In the third season, they begin to date again and are
found in a healthy, secure relationship throughout the fourth season. Austin: Why is this sand so sticky? Dez:
Oh! Her bad breath was caused by her constant eating of garlic and anchovy pizza. Are you having a good
memory about the beach? I love pushing around a heavy cart through the sand and the hot sun for minimum
wage. The series was renewed for a third season by Disney Channel on April 2,  The series was renewed for a
second season and resumed production in summer  Ally: I guess I am. In the series finale, it is revealed that
Ally is married to Austin and they have two children named Alex and Ava. Austin: Now this could be a hot
summer jam! Do they really need a sign for that? She is stubborn and nosy as well, as she is bent on getting
the stories she's after for the magazine. Austin: Wow. Dez: Excuse me, officer but aren't we allowed to call
someone Officer: You get one phone call make it count. A jam on it! Dez: Oh no. Their radically different
personalities tend to clash early on, though they find they're much more alike than they think as their
friendship develops, leading to an on-again, off-again romance starting in the second season. Hi, Mom? His
partnership with Ally is initially built on the idea that "he rocks; she writes". Austin: What? Trish: We're
trapped in here. Ally: Let me give it a shot. Summer at the beach, rockin' shades, bed, pillow, tired, dreams


